feat. Hubert Tubbs

UNIQUE.

PARKER's MOJO adds something unique to the great worldwide songbook:
an entertaining combination of musical elements old and new, and stories worth telling.
Music has the power to make us feel a bit more human, and we all could
use some MOJO, can't we?

They make their listeners CRY.
They make them DANCE.

The band's full 90 minutes program provides artistic craftsmanship, emotional truthfulness
and unmasked vulnerability - packed in an all originals song list. Ultimately, it is the connection
with the audience, which creates that special kind of magic that includes everybody:
They bring live audiences to their feet, open their hearts, and touch their souls.

NO BARRIERS.

PARKER's MOJO doesn´t give a damn about labels or trends. These guys concentrate on one thing only:
breathing Life into their Music with as much honesty and intensity as possible.

SIZE MATTERS.

This eclectic 8-piece band was established by songwriter Alex Waterman and
drummer Heimo Wiederhofer in 2016. The Vienna based act found its voice in 2017,
when they brought on legendary soul singer and former band member of Oakland's funk icons
"Tower of Power", Texas born vocalist HUBERT TUBBS, who made them complete.
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This powerful and creative trio is accompanied by Chris Mares on bass and backing vocals,
Alex Machado from Mexico on percussion, Ray Aichinger on saxophone/flute,
Simon Plötzeneder on trumpets/flugelhorn and Anton Spreitzer on keyboards!

Their first single "LONG OVERDUE" will be released in May 2018,
featuring Jacqueline Patricio and Betty Semper on background vocals.

feat. Hubert Tubbs

PARKER´s MOJO - "Long overdue" - live

PARKER´s MOJO - Teaser

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zykUZRxHqDM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_KT3kRGmw0
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